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Abstract. The non-destructive technique of in situ oxygen annealing is used to 
prepare  clean surfaces of c-axis oriented Bi,(Sr,Ca),Cu,O,+, thin films. Core and 
valence level photoemission spectra are consistent with those previously obtained 
by the authors from ceramic samples. In particular, the density of states at the 
Fermi level is comparable to that observed from polycrystalline samples but  is  not 
consistent  with one-electron band-structure calculations. 

1. Introduction 

A recurring  problem in photoemission  studies of high- 
temperature  superconducting oxides has been inade- 
quate surface characterisation. The photoelectron  flux 
generated within the  sample is attenuated  as it leaves 
the  sample in accordance with a Beer-Lambert-type law 
characterised by an electron  mean free pathlength of 
only 1&15 A [l]. Because of this  there are several 
grounds for applying  a degree of circumspection in the 
interpretation of photoemission results. 

The first major  problem is surface contamination, 
whether due  to unreacted  starting  materials,  secondary 
phases or arising from atmospheric  degradation [2]. It 
is obviously necessary to find some  means of removing 
this  contamination before meaningful photoemission 
results  can be obtained.  This  has been achieved by most 
authors by scraping  ceramic  samples [3] or cleaving 
ceramic  bars [4] and single crystals [S] inside the UHV 
spectrometer. Whilst thin films of the BSCCO supercon- 
ductors ( m  lo00 A thick)  can be obtained by peeling 
them from single crystals with tape [6, 71, these tech- 
niques are all destructive and therefore inapplicable to 
the  study of conventional  thin films deposited onto a 
rigid substrate.  There  have thus been very few studies of 
superconducting  thin films to  date C8-111 although 
such studies are particularly  valuable as most  supercon- 
ducting devices will probably be in thin-film form. Here 
we show that the  technique of in situ oxygen annealing, 

0 To whom  correspondence  should be addressed. 

which was first applied by our  group  to ceramic oxide 
superconductor surfaces [2, 12-16] may be  used  very 
successfully to produce  contaminant-free surfaces on 
BSCCO thin films. A related technique has recently been 
applied with great success to thin film YBa,Cu,O,-, 
( 0 0 1 )  by Sakisaka et al [S, 91. 

A second problem in photoemission  studies is that 
we have no reason to expect the DOS revealed by a tech- 
nique with such  a high surface sensitivity to be necessar- 
ily representative of the true bulk situation.  The bulk 
termination represented by the surface can have quite  a 
profound effect on electronic  structure over the pen- 
etration  depth of the technique, and  can lead to intrinsic 
surface properties  quite different from those of the bulk. 
We have commented on the  nature of these effects in 
YBa,Cu,O,-, in a previous publication [l5]. However, 
it is precisely because of these effects that surface studies 
are  important, because in any  working device, contacts 
and interfaces will have to be made to the  superconduc- 
tor surface, so the  intrinsic surface properties of the 
materials will ultimately determine  the scale of their 
application. When one takes into account  the fact that 
the  coherence length, 5, in these materials (in the ab 
plane) is typically of the  order of 25 A [17], then studies 
on this depth range  assume an added  importance. 

The third problem relating to surface character- 
isation is that ideally one would like to know which 
crystal face is under  study.  This is particularly  impor- 
tant in these materials,  not only because of the observed 
anisotropy in physical properties,  but  also because the 
unit cell length  along  the c axis is typically longer than 
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the  photoelectron  mean free path (in the case of the 
(2212) phase of the BSCCO system by a  factor of around 
two). Thus, even for c-axis oriented samples, we could 
expect the observed photoemission to depend to some 
extent  on which layer of atoms is present at the bulk 
termination. Hence it is important  to examine how far 
data  obtained from ceramics are reproduced in experi- 
ments from good-quality single crystals  and  thin films. 
Here we show that  data  obtained from c-axis oriented 
thin films are essentially identical to those previously 
obtained by the authors from ceramic samples of the 
BSCCO superconductors [ 141, vindicating our conclu- 
sions drawn from experiments on ceramic samples and 
allowing us to draw  some conclusions about the nature 
of the surface examined. 

2. Experiment 

Thin films of the '(2212)' phase of the BSCCO system were 
prepared by spin pyrolysis of 2-ethyl hexanoate  precur- 
sors in proportions Bi : Sr : Ca : Cu of 2.3 : 1.3 : 1.0 : 2.0, 
using MgO (200) single crystals as substrates.  The films 
were pyrolised at 400"C,  and  then  post-annealed at 
830 "C for 10 h. XRD measurements revealed a  consider- 
able degree of c-axis orientation,  together with a small 
amount (maximum 10%) of the 'l-layer' Bi,Sr,CuO, 
phase. As a result, resistivity measurements showed the 
onset of superconductivity at 90 K, with the  majority of 
the material becoming superconducting at 85 K, but 
there was a small tail below this temperature,  due to the 
presence of the  'l-layer' phase. SEM indicated  a film 
thickness of 10000 A. Using the  starting  solution 
composition given above, it was found to be possible to 
produce 85 K superconducting  material over a wide 
temperature  range (750-830°C) [18]. (Using  a  starting 
composition of 2 : 2 : 1 : 2, a higher and  more  controlled 
temperature is required (880 k 5 "C) to  obtain the '2- 
layer' phase.) Completely single-phase '2-layer' material 
superconducting at 85 K has now been produced using 
this starting  composition; results from these materials 
will be  reviewed in a  future  publication [18]. Our major 
interest in the current work is the  application of the in 
siru oxygen annealing technique to thin film BSCCO 
samples. 

Photoemission studies were conducted in a  VG 
Escalab  Mark I1 spectrometer,  equipped with a  double- 
anode x-ray source  (Mg Ka and A1 Ka) and  a noble-gas 
discharge  lamp.  The  analyser  resolution was set at 0.4 
eV for x-ray measurements and  at 0.1  eV for He I mea- 
surements.  The  position of the Fermi energy was estab- 
lished to  an accuracy of kO.025 eV from measurements 
on  a cleaned Ni  stub. In addition  to the analysis 
chamber  (base pressure 5 x lo-" Torr),  the  spectrom- 
eter  has  a fast entry lock and  preparation  chamber. 

Samples were mounted  on  platinum  stubs  and 
secured with platinum clips. Care was taken  not to 
allow the clips to  protrude  onto the sample surface. 
Cleaning was effected  by  filling the  preparation 
chamber with 1 atm pure oxygen and  heating the plati- 

num stub by coupling to the radio-frequency field pro- 
vided by a water-cooled copper workcoil connected 
through  a Leybold-Heraeus RF feedthrough  to  a 
Radyne 1.5 kW, 400 kHz power supply. The cleaning 
cycle was designed to mimic the  conditions of sample 
preparation,  and typically involved heating to around 
6W700 "C for 1-2 h, followed by cooling to < 400 "C 
over a  period of several hours. After switching off the RF 
power, samples were allowed to cool to room tem- 
perature before evacuation of the  preparation  chamber. 
Spectra were typically recorded within 1  h of oxygen 
annealing. 

3. Results  and  discussion 

Uncleaned samples were invariably  contaminated with 
both  adventitious  hydrocarbon  and  carbonate species, 
evidenced by the  appearance of two  components in the 
C 1s region of the XPS spectra. 0 Is, Sr 3d and  Ca 2p 
spectra were dominated by components to the high 
binding energy side of the  peaks  due to the supercon- 
ductor. These increased in relative intensity on going 
from normal (90") to 15" emission angle from the 
surface plane. This structure is similar to that observed 
by the authors from ceramic samples of the BSCCO 
superconductors [14,  161 and is similarly attributed  to 
SrCO,  and CaCO, resulting from atmospheric  degra- 
dation. No peaks due  to Mg from the substrate were 
observed before or after cleaning, indicating good 
coverage of the MgO substrate. 

The effect of the oxygen annealing  treatment  on  the 
thin-film sample is indicated in figure 1. This  shows the 
AI Kcc XPS in the 0 1s region before cleaning (figure 
I(@)) and after cleaning (figure l@)). Prior  to cleaning, 
the  dominant high binding energy component is due 
predominantly to  carbonate  contamination.  Following 
oxygen annealing,  the  intrinsic peak shape of the  super- 
conductor is revealed. The high binding energy shoulder 
that  remains after cleaning shows negligible enhance- 
ment at shallow offtake angles, and is too  strong  to be 
associated with any residual carbonate  contamination. 
(Spectra in the  C 1s region showed the surface carbon- 
ate  to be reduced to vanishingly small levels.) Compara- 
ble shoulders, or  at least some  marked asymmetry in 
peak shape, have been observed in most studies of 
cleaned BSCCO polycrystalline surfaces [ 19-22] or 
cleaved single crystals [S, 7, 23-25] ; we have observed 
essentially identical peak shapes from ceramic samples 
of both the (2212) phase [l41  and the Pb-doped (2223) 
phase [16]. We have discussed the possible origins of 
this  structure at length [l61 ; here we merely emphasise 
its similarity to  our earlier data from ceramic samples, 
and  add  that we believe that the high binding energy 
component is due  at least in part to the CuOJayer 
1 " ls'3d9Lo) satellite. 

Figure  2 shows valence level photoemission spectra 
from cleaned thin-film (2212) phase samples. The 
valence band region revealed by He I UPS (hv = 21.2 eV) 
consists of four different features at 1.5,  3.5,  4.8 and 
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Figure l. Comparison of AI Ka XPS 0 1s profiles for (a)  the 
c-axis oriented thin-film (2212) phase sample before 
cleaning by in situ oxygen annealing, and (b)  as (a) after 
cleaning (see text), revealing the intrinsic peak shape due 
to the superconductor. 

7.0 eV below the  Fermi energy, E,, energies identical to 
those observed in our earlier  studies of (2212) phase 
ceramics [14]. The  major  part of the valence band 
intensity (to -9 eV below E F )  is derived from strongly 
hybridised Cu  3d-0 2p  states.  The high degree of 
mixing of the  orbitals is evidenced by the very small 
variation  in  the relative intensities of the valence band 
features on changing  the  incident photon energy and 
thus  the 0 2p :Cu 3d photoionisation  cross  section 
ratio [12,  14,  161. The  He I spectrum  also shows a 
feature at 9.5 eV which has been widely attributed to a 
Cu satellite feature [14, 161. A second satellite feature at - 12  eV merges into the  secondary  electron  back- 
ground  beyond - 11 eV binding energy. For the present 
purposes, our main  interest is  in the  density of states 
(DOS) at E F ,  which is clearly apparent,  although small 
(see inset, figure 2). 

In  order  to  compare  our  data with both  band- 
structure  calculations  and our own work using ceramic 
samples, it is important  to  try  to  quantify  this DOS, 
however roughly. We do this in the following way. Con- 
sidering  the valence band region of the  spectrum, we 
may assume that the  dominant  contributions  are from 
very strongly mixed Cu  3d-0 2p  states  (the  contribu- 
tion  from these states is much  larger than the Bi contri- 
bution in this region [26,27]). Due  to the strong mixing, 
we can  ignore  variation in ionisation  matrix elements 
across  the  band, to a first approximation [13].  If  we 
also  assume that the  density of final states  available to 
ejected photoelectrons  does  not vary markedly with 
electron energy, then we can  normalise  the  area of the 
valence band in He I photoemission to the  total  number 
of valence band  states per Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, or 
(Bil~,Pb,),Sr,Ca,Cu,Olo  unit cell,  i.e. 66 and 87 
states/cell respectively (both structures  contain  two 

hv:1486.6 eV 

hv.40.8 eV 

Binding energy W ]  

Figure 2. Valence region photoemission spectra of c-axis 
oriented thin-film (2212) phase material excited with AI Km, 
He 11 and He I radiation. The Fermi level was established 
from measurements on a cleaned Ni  stub. The expanded 
region around E, in  the He I spectrum has been stripped of 
contributions  from He I B satellite radiation. 

formula  units per cell). The  assumption  that  the matrix 
elements and densities of final states do  not vary much 
across  the  band is probably  reasonable in the case of 
polycrystalline material, but it is conceivable that angle- 
resolved effects due  to k conservation may arise in the 
case of the  oriented  thin film. However, experiments 
using cleaved single-crystal BSCCO materials have indi- 
cated that  the  appearance  and relative intensities of the 
features in this part of the  spectrum show only small 
changes with angle of offtake or  photon energy, and 
band  dispersion effects are very small [26,  271. It is then 
possible to superimpose  a vertical scale in units of 
states/eV cell on the observed photoemission.  The result 
is shown in figure 3, which shows the DOS at EF for three 
samples, all normalised to the scale of states/eV cell. 
Data for the  thin film (2212) phase  are  shown by full 
circles. These are  compared with previously obtained 
data from (2212) phase ceramics [l41 (nominally 
Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu,O,,+,, open triangles) and  a (2223) phase 
ceramic [l61 (nominally  (Pbo,lBio,,),Sr,Ca, 
C U ~ O ~ O + , ,  open  squares).  Three  points emerge from 
this analysis. Firstly,  the DOS at E ,  for the (2212) phase 
thin film  is only around 0.15 states/eV cell,  very much 
lower than  estimates from band-structure  calculations 
of around 3 states/eV cell  [28-311. Tight-binding calcu- 
lations give an estimate of 2.4 states/eV cell  [32]. Even 
allowing for the  approximations involved in quantifying 
the  photoemission data, the  experimental results are 
clearly not  consistent with one-electron  band-structure 
calculations. Secondly, although  there  are  some discrep- 
ancies away from E,, the DOS at E ,  from the (2212) 
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Figure 3. Densities of states, in states/eV cell, close to the 
Fermi energy for thin-film Bi,,,Sr,,,Ca,,,Cu,,,O,  ((2212) 
phase, full circles), ceramic Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu, Ole+, ((2212) 
phase,  open  triangles) and ceramic 
(Pbo.l Bio,,),Sr,Ca,Cu,Ol,+, ((2223)  phase, open squares), 
estimated from photoemission data (see text). 

thin-film sample is identical to  that from the ceramic 
sample of the same phase. Thirdly,  as we have pre- 
viously noted [16], the DOS at E ,  from the  Pb-doped 
(2223) phase is appreciably  larger  than that from the 
(2212) phase, as we would expect (note, however, that 
the  numbers of valence band states/cell for the two 
structures  are different). 

The thin-film sample studied showed a high degree of 
c-axis orientation.  This  combined with the observation 
that the  structure cleaves particularly easily between the 
Bi-0 planes, perpendicular to the c-axis [33], means 
that the  predominant  plane forming the surface is  likely 
to be a  Bi-0 layer. The close similarity between the  thin 
film and ceramic data [l41 for (2212) phase samples 
means that this assumption is probably  also valid for 
the  latter. If this is the case, then  the  ‘topmost’ Cu-0 
plane is buried -4.5 8, into the surface [34]. As the 
photoelectron flux from the  sample is attenuated by a 
Beer-Lambert-type law, then the observed photoemiss- 
ion will be unduly weighted by the contributions from 
the topmost few layers, in this case Bi-0  (and to some 
extent Sr-0). Using the expression 

I (x )  = I , (x)  exp( - d / A )  

where Z(x) is the emerging flux of photoelectrons  and 
I,(x) is the flux of electrons of energy E originating at a 
depth d below the surface, and  assuming  a value for A, 
the electron mean free pathlength of 1&15 A [l], we 
easily arrive at the conclusion that the photoelectron 
flux from the Cu-0 plane closest to the surface is 
attenuated  to “74% of its absolute value on reaching 
the surface. 

Parallel  core and valence photoemission measure- 
ments on BSCCO and  Pb-doped BSCCO materials [l61 

have previously led us to the conclusion (also reached 
by other  groups [20,  223) that  the Bi-0 planes make  a 
contribution  to the observed DOS at E ,  in these 
materials. However, this is at variance with the recent 
work of Tanaka et a1 [35], who use a  combination of 
photoemission  and  scanning tunnelling spectroscopy to 
conclude that the  Bi-0 planes are non-metallic. Band- 
structure  calculations [28-31,  36, 371 indicate that there 
should be a  Bi-0  contribution  at E , ,  although its mag- 
nitude relative to the Cu-0 plane  contributions  tends 
to vary from one  calculation to another. However, all 
calculated values appear to be larger than  our observed 
total DOS. 

Whatever  the possible magnitude of the Bi-0 con- 
tribution, the absence of a Cu-0 plane  contribution  to 
the DOS at EF large enough to be consistent with band- 
structure  calculations is striking. This is the case even 
when we take into account  attenuation of the  photo- 
electron flux from these planes discussed above. Thus, 
even though  a metallic Fermi edge is easily observed in 
these materials, we cannot escape the conclusion that 
the Cu-0 planes  are  strongly  correlated as  appears  to 
be the case in YBa,Cu,O,-, [13, 151. 
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